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Who owns the Digital World ?
Self-determination - Responsibility - Democracy
in the age of

Social Media and Artificial Intelligence

Demography of the digital world

>4,83 Mrd. Menschen sind im Internet
>5,11 Mrd. Menschen haben ein Smart Phone
>3,78 Mrd. Menschen nutzen Social Media
>2,7 Mrd. Menschen nutzen Facebook
2.Quartal 2020

Digitale Transmutation – Game Changer AI

Digitalization of the
industrual world

Digitalization of
thinking and
decision making

Automatization

Autonomization
autonomos,
from αὐτο- auto- "self" and νόμος nomos, "law"

...meanwhile a single image is enough for AI to let Mona
Lisa talk

With AI-tools advertisemnts can be individuall placed in video streams
to roll out this new technology Mirriad partners with Tencent

https://www.mirriad.com/mirriad-partners-with-tencent-one-of-the-worlds-largest-video-platforms/

Mirriad’s AI and computer vision
technology dynamically inserts
products and innovative signage
formats after content is produced.

GPT is trained with a simple objective: predict
the next word, given all of the previous words
within some text.
GPT-2 (2019) is a large transformer-based
language model with 1.5 billion parameters,
trained on a dataset of 8 million web pages
(~40GB).

GPT-3 (2020) can already handle 175 billion
parameters …

We created a new dataset which emphasizes diversity of
content, by scraping content from the Internet. In order to
preserve document quality, we used only pages which
have been curated/filtered by humans—specifically, we
used outbound links from Reddit which received at least
3 karma. This can be thought of as a heuristic indicator
for whether other users found the link interesting
(whether educational or funny), leading to higher data
quality than other similar datasets, such as
CommonCrawl.

https://openai.com/blog/
better-languagemodels/#sample1

YoloV3
YOLOv3: An Incremental ImprovementJoseph RedmonAli
FarhadiarXiv2018
As the name “You Only Look Once” suggests, this is a standard
single shot model. Only examining the features of the image
once allows this model to detect objects incredibly quickly.
While this comes at a small cost to accuracy, Yolo is nearly
comparable in terms of accuracy to the larger two stage
detectors.

Many start-ups are now trying to create viable business models with NLP

Who will be able to use the
possibilities arising from the
powers of these new

technologies?

Economically?

Politically?

... and who will be able to control such powers?

...and
how
are
we
going
to
prepare
our
childern
for
this
future?
Embracing new technology: students at No 1 Primary School, affiliated to Shanghai Normal
University, learn about the solar system via VR

What is the world view behind artificial intelligence?

What is the world view of the people who develop AI

What is the world view of the people who are in control of AI

The answers to this questions are of utmost importance to the
future relationship between man and machine

So what is the „relationship between wo/man and machine“
And what is the problem with this formulation ?
Its not a match or battle between human and machines.
Machines are products of human ingenuitiy and creativity.
Its about our responsibilities for what we are using
technology for!

Katelyn Ohashi – 10.0 Floor (1-12-19)

1693 konstruierte Leibnitz seine legendäre Rechenmaschine und
begründete dies mit dem Wunsch, den menschlichen Geist von den
trivialen Aufgaben des Rechnens zu befreien ...

Anastasius Kircher 17th century

Hydraulic organ, Mechanica HydraulicoPneumatica

Ramon Llull, c. 1232 – c. 1315

Ars Magna

A. Kircher, Tabula Combinatoria, Rome, 1641

Schematische Darstellung eines
Convolutional Neural Networks

Japan - 21th century

Baghdad – 12th century

So maybe we shouldn‘t just think about the impact of AI on culture,
creativity and cultural heritage
but
What influence can and must we exert on the development of AI
What dangers would arise if we did not make ourselves noticed, if
we did not interfere?

Examples of AI-application in creative industry,
cultural production, art and cultural heritage

The following examples are not collected because they are the possible
best and elaborated use-case of AI-Systems bur rather to show spectrum
and variety.
To inspire to think about applications in your individual fields of research
and activitiy.
To inspire you to challenge the technology and the technologists with
interesting and usefull applications from the field of culture, creativity an
cultural heritage.

Using AI in Journalism

Using AI to create new tools for cultural and artistic production
Film, Video, VFx, Gaming

The enormous development in the field of Ai-based image processing will lead not only to new
powerful tools for the visual effects production in film, video and TV but could also become a
completely new way of teaching history and communicating cultural heritage topics and content.
An AI-based edu-tainment, a visual storytelling and role-playing which allows users to impersonate
historical figures etc.
In research complex simulations of possible historical scenarios could be played through and
evaluated by AI systems.
In combination with other booming technologies like VR and computer gaming we can expect a wide
range of possibilities for the creative industries.

OpenAI’s fiction-spewing AI is learning to generate images
By training GPT-2 on pixels instead of words, the model can accept half an image and predict how to complete it.

GPT-2 is a powerful prediction engine. It learned to grasp the structure of the
English language by looking at billions of examples of words, sentences, and
paragraphs, scraped from the corners of the internet. With that structure, it could
then manipulate words into new sentences by statistically predicting the order in
which they should appear.
So researchers at OpenAI decided to swap the words for pixels and train the
same algorithm on images in ImageNet, the most popular image bank for deep
learning. Because the algorithm was designed to work with one-dimensional data
(i.e., strings of text), they unfurled the images into a single sequence of pixels.
They found that the new model, named iGPT, was still able to grasp the twodimensional structures of the visual world. Given the sequence of pixels for the
first half of an image, it could predict the second half in ways that a human would
deem sensible.

https://openai.com/blog/image-gpt/

https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/07/16/1005
284/openai-ai-gpt-2-generates-images/

The left-most column is the input, the right-most column is the original, and the middle
columns are iGPT’s predicted completions.

Disney Studios developed a new System for High-Resolution Neural Face Swapping
for Visual Effects, an algorithm for fully automatic neural face swapping in images
and videos.

https://youtu.be/yji0t6KS7Qo

https://studios.disneyresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/High-ResolutionNeural-Face-Swapping-for-Visual-Effects.pdf

ROMAN EMPEROR PROJECT
Using the neural-net tool Artbreeder, Photoshop and historical references,
I have created photoreal portraits of Roman Emperors. For this project, I
have transformed, or restored (cracks, noses, ears etc.) almost a thousand
images of busts to make the 54 emperors of The Principate (27 BC to 285
AD).

https://www.voshart.com/filter/AI/ROMAN-EMPEROR-PROJECT

A VR film/game with AI characters can be different every time you watch or play
Agence is neither a movie nor a game, which has frustrated some critics, but it gives a taste of what the future of AI filmmaking could be.

Agence, a short interactive VR film from Toronto-based studio Transitional
Forms and the National Film Board of Canada, won’t be breaking any box
office records. Falling somewhere in the no-man’s-land between movies and
video games, it may struggle to find an audience at all. But as the first
example of a film that uses reinforcement learning to control its animated
characters, it could be a glimpse into the future of filmmaking.
“I am super passionate about artificial intelligence because I believe that AI
and movies belong together,” says the film’s director, Pietro Gagliano.
Gagliano previously won the first-ever Emmy for a VR experience in 2015.
Now he and producer David Oppenheim at the National Film Board of
Canada are experimenting with a kind of storytelling they call dynamic film.
“We see Agence as a sort of silent-era dynamic film,” says Oppenheim. “It’s a
beginning, not a blockbuster.”
Agence was debuted at the Venice International Film Festival last month and
was released this week to watch/play via Steam, an online video-game
platform.

https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/10/02/1009254/vr-film-movie-game-ai-reinforcement-learning-venice/

New developments of AI-based image processing hold
promising possibilities for the work with old photo and film
material from historisch archives:

• Upscaling old media with AI
• Higher Resolution
• Frame Interpolation

• Realistic Coloring
• Getting Rid of artefacts, scratches etc in old films
4k, 60fps, restauration upgrade of a 1896 Lumière film

Examples like the works from Denis Shiryaev:
Arrival of a Train at La Ciotat (The Lumière Brothers, 1896):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3RYNThid23g
New York 1911:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZ1OgQL9_Cw
Apollo 16 Lunar Rover "Grand Prix" (1972 April 21, Moon):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=az9nFrnCK60

already provide a good idea of the potential of this techs.

4k, 60fps, enhancement and
coloring of original Apollo
program footage

4k, 60fps, restauration upgrade of a 1896 Lumière film

https://www.theverge.com/2019/11/19/20970578/nazca-lines-aimachine-learning-143-new-geoglyphs-ibm-japan-yamagata-university

Scientists from Japan have used machine learning for the first time to identify a new figure among
the ancient motifs of Peru’s Nazca Lines.
The illustration, known as a geoglyph, is thought to date to between 100 BC and 500 AD, and was
made by removing the dark stones of the Nazca Desert to reveal the white sand beneath. It’s
small, just five meters in height, and it shows a humanoid figure grasping a cane or club.
The geoglyph was discovered during a larger research project by Yamagata University. Over a
decade, using a combination of on-site surveying and aerial imagery, archeologists from the
university manually identified 142 new designs in the desert. Then, working with researchers from
IBM Japan, they used machine learning to scan the data for designs missed in earlier studies.
This revealed geoglyph number 143, our fellow with the cane. It’s the first design in the Nazca
Lines to be discovered with the help of artificial intelligence.
These finds are another example of how machine learning can help scientists, especially when
faced with tasks involving large datasets. Algorithms can be trained to search through certain
sorts of information just like humans, looking for patterns and anomalies. Building these tools can
be tricky, but once trained, such algorithms are tireless and consistent. They have been used to
track down everything from gravitational lenses to earthquakes.
“We specifically built techniques in the deep learning framework to learn and distinguish between
these different patterns and sizes of the geoglyphs,” said Sakurai. He explained that even then,
the technique was not perfect; the algorithm found “several hundred” candidates for new
geoglyphs, which then had to be checked by hand.
Their next step is to aggregate 10 years’ worth of aerial imagery and data to create a new,
comprehensive picture of the Nazca Lines.
The geoglyph spotted by AI tools is a human figure about five meters (16 feet) tall.

AI-based search engine for
digital archive of art projects

And by the way, we have to stop to talk
abour „the“ technology, „the“ machines, the
„AI“ as if it would be something completely
out of the realm of us humans. Thats not
true, technolgoy is culture and it has always
been an important part of human creation
and expression.
And in particular with AI we must be very
careful not to mix up subject and object in
the so called „realtionship between man and
machine“.

It is not AI or ML that achieves something, it
is us humans who achieve something with
the support of a technology that we humans
developed.

Using AI to protect endangered species

Examples from an article in the NYT:
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/08/science/ai-ocean-whalesstudy.html

In January 2018, Ann Allen, a research ecologist at the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, approached Google
and asked if they might be able to help her find the signal of
humpback whale songs amid all the other ocean noise, like
dolphin calls or ship engines.
Using 10 hours of annotated data, in which the whale songs and
other noises were identified, Google engineers trained a neural
network to detect the songs, based on a model for recognizing
sounds in YouTube videos, said Julie Cattiau, a product manager
at Google.

—
Google used similar algorithms to help Canada’s Department of
Fisheries and Oceans monitor in real time the population of the
endangered Southern Resident Orca, which is down to around 70
animals.

To protect the whales, scientists need to know where they are,
which is what the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory and the New
England Aquarium are doing in what they call “counting whales
from space.” Taking data from satellites, sonar, radar, human
sightings, ocean currents and more, they are training a machinelearning algorithm to create a probability model of where the
whales might be. With such information, the federal, state and
local authorities could make decisions about shipping lanes and
speeds and fishing more quickly, helping them to better protect
the whales, according to Sheila Hemami, director of global
challenges at Draper.

Many fish populations are moving, too, or are overfished or
nearing it, and much of that fishing is done illegally. In an effort to
clamp down on illegal activity and keep populations at healthy
levels in the ocean, Google also helped start Global Fishing
Watch, an organization that monitors fishing around the world by
collecting and making vessels’ positions and activities public.

Kakani Katija, a principal engineer at the Monterey Bay Research
Aquarium Institute, has been using machine learning to track the
lives of these zooplankton, which build themselves elaborate houses
out of mucus, and model their behavior. In their snot-bubble homes
(which can exceed three feet), the tiny animals (about half the length of
a new pencil) filter water, in the process capturing particles and detritus
sinking from the surface of the ocean to eat.
Once the structure is clogged with this ocean dust, much of which is
made up of photosynthesizing organisms that have pulled down
atmospheric carbon dioxide in the process, the animals abandon their
homes, which sink to the ocean floor and feed bottom dwellers. But they
have another crucial function: In trapping all of that debris, the mucus
houses are sequestering carbon dioxide, sending it to the bottom of the
ocean.
https://jeb.biologists.org/content/222/16/jeb207654?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=
cpc&utm_campaign=J_Exp_Biol_TrendMD_1

Alexandra Daisy Ginsberg - The Substitute, 2019
On March 20 2018, headlines announced the death of Sudan, the last male
northern white rhinoceros (Ceratotherium simum cottoni). We briefly mourned a
subspecies lost to human desire for the imagined life-enhancing properties of its
horn, comforted that it might be brought back using biotechnology, albeit gestated
by a different subspecies.
But would humans protect a resurrected rhino, having decimated an entire
species? And would this new rhino be real?
The Substitute explores a paradox: our preoccupation with creating new life forms,
while neglecting existing ones. A northern white rhino is digitally brought back to
life, informed by developments in the human creation of artificial intelligence (AI).
Based on research from AI lab DeepMind, the rhino performs as an artificial agent,
an autonomous entity that learns from its environment. A life-size projection (almost
5m wide) shows the artificial rhino roaming in a virtual world, becoming more “real”
as it comprehends the limits of the space. As the artificial rhino habituates to its
space, its form and sound toggle from pixilation to lifelike—reminding the viewer
that this living, breathing rhino, coming to life without its natural context, is entirely
artificial.
The experimental data is played on a second screen, showing the path and
development of grid cells. The rhino’s behaviours and sounds are adapted from
rare research footage of the last herd, provided by Dr Richard Policht. Is this rhino,
coming to life divorced from its natural context, a better substitute for the real?

Dr. Alexandra Daisy Ginsberg (Contributing Team: Johanna Just, Ness Lafoy, Ioana
Man, Ana Maria Nicolaescu). The Mill (Contributing Team: Art Director: Adam Parry;
Executive Producer: Jarrad Vladich; Senior Producer: Kelly Woodward; Animation
Supervisor: Paul Tempelman; Animators: Kieran Jordan, Maxime Cronier, Kevin
O’Sullivan, and James Hickey; Unreal Developers: Roberto Costas, Mark Dooney,
Haydn Roff, and Ed Thomas; Model and Rig: Andreas Graiche and Daniel Weiss).
Sound: Chris Timpson, Aurelia Soundworks.

Using AI to preserve cultural heritage

Hibari Misora, famous singer and cultural icon of Japan has been virtually recreated and revived. With AI
based software new songs in her style have been composed and recorded with the also AI-based Vocaloid
system. (Vocaloid is also used to create the voice of Hatsune Miku)

Yamaha Corporation announces that it has succeeded in reproducing the singing of the late Hibari
Misora, a legendary Japanese vocalist, using its own VOCALOID:AI singing synthesis technology in
technical cooperation with an NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation) television program*1 broadcast in
Japan on September 29, serving as both the public debut and first real-world implementation of
VOCALOID:AI.
The NHK-led project, which Yamaha assisted with, set out to use modern AI (artificial intelligence)
technology to present a live performance of a new song by Hibari Misora—an illustrious entertainer who
long stood at the forefront of popular music in Japan—to commemorate the 30th anniversary of her
passing. Using cutting-edge 4K 3D video to reproduce her likeness, Hibari Misora took the stage and
dazzled viewers with her rendition of the new song.
Until her passing in 1989, Hibari Misora recorded over 1500 songs, leaving behind a series of hits in her
more than 40 year long career as Japan's top singer. She posthumously became the first female
recipient of the People's Honor Award, one of the highest honors in Japan.

Artists us AI to create stunning new works

Daito Manabe’s latest Squarepusher video hacks all the ad space in Tokyo’s Shibuya
The video for Terminal Slam uses an AI to automatically recognise people and adverts in live
action footage, and delete and replace them with glitches and 3D textures.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GlhV-OKHecI&feature=emb_logo

AI
meets
Music
meets
Cultural
Diversity

An Ars Electronica research
project supported by the
European Commission

AI-based recommendation and marketing tools bring
up new business models for the creative industry
and also potentially bring new dynamics in onlinegalleries and the art-market

Just as one example of the many start-ups trying to
set foot in this area:
Art Uploads
Occupy White Walls

The many initiatives that have been launched in this
area so far are very diverse depending on the target
group they have in their focus. Ranging from design
or game oriented to fancy art-artmarket attitudes. But
of course it still needs time to see if such ideas will be
able to establish itself successfully. Yet they all have
to figure out how to make money with such services.

But here’s the really clever bit. Once players
begin to choose art, our AI (DAISY) works her
magic and guides them to the art that they
are most likely to love (kinda like how Spotify
recommends music). Once they’ve chosen art
they like, other players are invited to come and
view it. Which means more of the right kind of
eyes on the right kind of art. A bit like a dating
site where you never swipe left.
In short.
OWW enables a world of artists to connect with
a world of audiences which they could never
have reached before, allowing artists to sell
their artworks both in-game and in real life.

https://www.thestar.com.my/tech/tech-news/2019/04/23/auction-houses-areventuring-into-the-market-of-ai-generated-art

https://hdsr.mitpress.mit.edu/pub/1vdc2z91/release/1
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